The anonymization of medical records is of great importance in the human life sciences because a de-identified text can be made publicly available for non-hospital researchers as well, to facilitate research on human diseases. Here the authors have developed a de-identification model that can successfully remove personal health information (PHI) from discharge records to make them conform to the guidelines of the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act.
Introduction
The identification and classification of named entities in a plain text is of key importance in numerous natural language processing applications like the de-identification of clinical records. This task is crucial in the human life sciences because a de-identified text can be made publicly available for non-hospital researchers as well to facilitate research on human diseases. However, the records about the patients include explicit personal health information (PHI), and this fact hinders the release of many useful data sets because their release would jeopardize individual patient rights. According to the guidelines of Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) the medical discharge summaries released must be free of the following seventeen categories of textual PHI: first and last names of patients, their health proxies, and family members; doctors' first and last names; identification numbers; telephone, fax, and pager numbers; hospital names; geographic locations; and dates. Removing these kinds of PHI is the main goal of the de-identification process. Anonymization goes one step beyond the removal of personal information and attempts to identify and classify personal information in the text to one of the HIPAA-defined categories. This categorization permits the replacement of personal data instead of simple deletion, and it has several advantages. First, the replace-Received for review: 3/16/2007; accepted for publication: 6/11/ 2007. a The best performing system (Wellner et al., 2006) 12 at the workshop was also the adaptation of an existing NER model to clinical data. Our system came second, with the difference in performance between the two systems being below the level of significance. These facts prove the feasibility of adapting a NER system to anonymization. b Guo et al. 's system (2006) 14 made use of only a subset of the available training data, due to SVM's higher time complexity. c This model was a similar boosted decision tree classifier, but without regular expression features, document heading information and iterative learning process. d Personal Health Information had to be concealed from the challenge participants. To achieve this, the organizers removed all PHI from the corpus and replaced them with artificially generated realistic substitutes. For more information about this, see Uzuner et al. (2007) . 1 e ITR2_VOTE is an out-of-competition result as we had no time to prepare all three second iteration systems in the evaluation period of the competition. The differences between the three best systems are only marginal, however. f The higher values in the first column of Table 2 tell us that our model is better at precision than recall. ment of PHIs with artificially generated realistic substitutes preserves the readability of text and, furthermore, the artificial substitutes actually disguise those very few personal information that remain in the document (the reader will never know whether a single label was the original or a substitute).
In this paper we present results on the I2B2 de-identification shared task. For a detailed description of the shared task challenge, the corpus, results and lessons learned, see Uzuner et al. (2007 3 which seeks to identify person names (both patients and doctors). There are several approaches that carry out the full de-identification of medical texts. These are based either on a pattern-matching algorithm that uses a thesaurus (Sweeny, 1996, Ruch et al. 2000);
4, 5 a combination of rule-based systems and pattern matching using dictionaries (Douglass et al., 2005) 6 and the Unified Medical Language System (Gupta et al., 2004) 7 or on a statistical model (Sibanda and Uzuner, 2006) . 8 In this paper we use some Named Entity Recognition (NER) techniques a for the task of the de-identification of clinical records. For a more detailed overview on NER, see Szarvas et al. (2006) . 9 The participants of the first Workshop on Challenges in Natural Language Processing for Clinical Data submitted both rule-based (Guillen, 2006) 10 and statistical approaches to the de-identification task. The best performing systems used Conditional Random Fields (Aramaki et 13, 14 to solve the anonymization problem.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will discuss the feature sets used and we will introduce our new iterative method. Then we provide a brief overview of the Machine Learning models we employed in experiments. Next we will give a summary of the performance of our DEID system on the I2B2 dataset, and lastly, we summarize our results and conclusions drawn from the study.
Methods
We extended our newswire NER model to the de-identification task by adding two novel feature types, and by applying an iterative learning method described below that utilizes the information given in the structured parts of the texts to improve the accuracy of PHI recognition in flow text.
Our method follows Sibanda and Uzuner's system in the sense that we built a corpus-based statistical model, 8 but it is different from previous approaches in two ways. First, we excluded all deep knowledge resources from our model (like syntactic information, UMLS or Medical Subject Headings entries applied by previous models). This way our system is entirely based on contextual and surface patterns, which makes us assume it is easily retargetable for similar tasks. Second, we adapted a system designed for entity recognition in newswire texts by simply replacing the sources of features (to clinical documents) and adding a minimal amount of domain specific extensions to the system, that will be described in detail later on.
We regard the de-identification problem essentially as the classification of separate tokens. We believe that this approach is competitive with the-theoretically more suitable-sequence tracking algorithms (like Hidden Markov Models, Maximum Entropy approaches or Conditional Random Fields); hence we applied a decision tree learning algorithm. Of course our model is capable of taking into account the relationship between consecutive words using a window of appropriate size. Figure 1 sketches the structure of our complex model; the details of its building blocks are described in this section.
Feature Set
We employed a very rich feature set for our word-level classification model, describing the characteristics of the word itself along with its actual context (a moving window of size four). We did not use deep knowledge information, like Part of speech (POS) (Hara, 2006) , 13 chunk codes or ontologies; or any complex domain specific resources, like MeSH IDs in (Sibanda and Uzuner, 2006 ). 8 Our features fell into the following main categories:
• Orthographical features: capitalization, word length, common bit information about the word form (contains a digit or not, has uppercase characters inside the word, has punctuation marks inside the word, has digit inside the word, the word is roman or Arabic number) and several regular expressions that describe the common surface characteristics of AGE, DATE, ID and PHONE classes
• Frequency information: We gathered the frequencies of tokens from a huge corpus consisting texts collected from the Internet. We used the frequency of the token, the ratio of the token's capitalized and lowercase occurrences, the ratio of capitalized and sentence beginning frequencies of the token.
• Phrasal information: a forecasted class of several preceding words (we used an online evaluation) and common phrase suffixes (e.g. "Hospital") seen in the train set
• Dictionaries: We collected five lists from the Internet: first names, geographical locations in the US, names of countries, world's largest cities, names of diseases; a list containing non-PHI tokens from the train data and a list containing non named entity tokens from an external corpus (CoNLL-2003 newswire dataset).
• Contextual information: sentence position, the closest section heading, trigger words from the train text that often precede or follow PHI (see below), whether the word fell between quotes, whether the word fell between brackets, the whole context is in uppercase.
We applied the feature set used for a common domain (in our previous studies, Szarvas et al. 2006) 9 and introduced only two new features to adapt the system to medical records: i) regular expressions (see Kleene 1956) 15 that try to cover the well formulated classes, and ii) our model can infer knowledge from the structure of the document using the common headings observed in typical discharge records (we extracted the most frequent subject headings from the training set).
The use of trigger words is not straightforward, however, so we used them in three different ways in our experiments: we collected the three preceding and three subsequent tokens of all tagged tokens in the train set (we refer to this feature set as the token trigger later on); similarly, we collected subsequent tokens of tagged phrases and used a wider window for this feature (phrase trigger); and third we collected the bi-and trigrams around the phrases of the train texts (trigram trigger).
Phrase trigger means the kind of tokens that appear before or after whole PHI phrases (perhaps several tokens long). The collected trigger lists for each of the three cases were filtered according to their frequency and information gain on the class labels. A significant difference in the predictions was noticed in the experiments where only the use of triggers was changed; hence we decided to combine their forecasts to exploit their advantages better.
Classifiers
Boosting 16 and C4.5 17 are well known algorithms for those who are acquainted with pattern recognition. Boosting has been applied successfully to improve the performance of decision trees in several NLP tasks. A system that made use of AdaBoost and fixed depth decision trees came first on the Computational Natural Language Learning Conference shared task on NER in 2002, 18 but gave somewhat worse results in 2003 (it was ranked fifth with an F measure of 85.0%). 19 We have not found any other competitive results for NER using decision tree classifiers and AdaBoost.
Boosting was introduced by Shapire as a way of improving the performance of a weak learning algorithm. The algorithm generates a set of classifiers (of the same type) by reweighting the examples of the original training data set and it makes a decision based on their votes. The final decision is made using a weighted voting schema for each classifier that is many times more accurate than the original model. In our investigation 30 iterations of Boosting were performed on each model as further iterations gave only slight improvement. C4.5 is based on the well-known ID3 tree learning algorithm, which is able to learn pre-defined discrete classes from labelled examples. Classification is done by axis-parallel hyperplanes, and hence learning is very fast. This makes C4.5 a good subject for boosting. We built decision trees that had at least five instances per leaf, and used pruning with subtree raising and a confidence factor of 0.35.
Combination of the Classifiers
We trained three similar classifiers that differed from each other only in the way triggers were used. We treated these models as separate hypotheses, and used the following decision function to obtain a final prediction: if any two of the three learners' outputs coincided we accepted it as a joint decision, and forecasted non-PHI otherwise. This cautious voting scheme is beneficial to system performance as a high rate of disagreement often means poor prediction accuracy. The special recall-sensitivity of the anonymization task could raise the question of applying different voting strategies. A voting scheme that assigns one of the eight PHI classes in the case of high disagreement of the three models (for example, accepting the prediction of the most accurate single model in such cases) might result in a somewhat lower F measure but would surely increase the recall of the system.
Iterative Learning
The structured parts of the text can be processed more easily than flow text, and the named entities in the record fields can occur in other parts of the text in the same or similar form. To utilize this latter fact in a first training phase we collected trusted named entities appearing in document sections under certain unambiguous headings. We considered a heading unambiguous if its cross-class Shannon entropy 20 was less than 0.1 on the train set. The named entities found in this first phase and their acronyms became trusted phrases and their lists were added to the feature set as an extra dictionary for a subsequent training phase. We will call this second learning step Iteration 1 (ITR1) later on. ITR2 will refer to a further, similar retraining step, using the labels assigned by an ITR1 model. The system of Aramaki et al. (2006) 11 used a similar approach to incorporate their label-consistency hypothesis to their model.
We made the hypothesis that the most significant trigger words (like "Dr.") indicate trusted phrases as well. But the experiments with this kind of trusted entities achieved worse results than ones without them, so we abandoned this hypothesis. This was probably caused by the artificially added ambiguity to PHI phrases in the data set (for example if we found a phrase "Dr. He" and accepted "He" as a trusted phrase, the model tended to treat all occurrences of the word "He" as the name of a doctor while it's a non-taggable common word in the majority of cases). We note here that this hypothesis might prove useful on real data. Fortunately, the structured parts of the data usually contain full formed phrases and thus incorporating PHI found there proved to be beneficial to the model.
In the final phase of the learning process we standardize the tagging of the same phrases, because our token based classification approach can fail on the proper tagging of a whole phrase in one context, while managing to do that in another-easier-context. We collected all predicted phrases of length two or more from the previous iteration and overwrote every occurrence of them with the predicted class of the longest matching phrase.
Results
We extracted first the features mentioned above for each token from the train set. One-hundred-thirty-eight numerically encodable attributes described each token (including features from a window around the token itself). Our previous experiments on NER problems showed that a feature space of this dimensionality can be handled by our learning algorithms for datasets not larger than 1 million tokens; hence we ignored any feature selection procedure. In our experiments we used an implementation based on the WEKA library, 21 an open-source data mining software written in Java. We split the train data into ten pieces (it was cut on document boundaries), and made ten-fold cross validation on these subsets.
Evaluation Methods and Preliminary Experiments
In our experiments we used two different kinds of evaluation: token level 8-way and 9-way F measure. 8-way evaluation excludes non-PHI true positives and thus measures the performance of identifying the 8 PHI classes, while 9-way evaluation considers non-PHI class as well. The latter metric takes into account the correct recognition of non-PHI, because this class is important for preserving the document's information content. The 9-way F measure was the official evaluation metric used for the I2B2 challenge. In the Results section we use 8-way results to see how well different models recognize PHI tokens, while the 9-way F measure is more suitable and used for a general comparison of system performance. Other shared tasks on NER-like problems used phrase-level evaluation metrics that are better suited for other Information Extraction tasks. For de-identification token-level evaluation is more appropriate, as the partial removal of a PHI should receive a partial credit, instead of a full penalty.
We should also mention here that the evaluation script we used implemented an equal-weighted F measure (F ␤ϭ1 ). Probably this is not the best fitting evaluation method for the de-identification of medical records, as the removal of all PHIs is extremely important, so perhaps recall should be given a higher priority. Also, the failure of the removal of one PHI or another PHI is often not of the same degree of seriousness (consider the failure of the removal of a patient's family name or a small part of a hospital name like "of" in the document-the former seriously conflicts with the HIPAA guidelines, while the latter does not). Thus it is not straightforward to give an ideal evaluation metric for the de-identification task, but we think the evaluations used in this article are still good indicators of the quality of our results.
We used two baseline methods in order to get a better insight to the value of our results, majority baseline and a simple decision tree classifier.
Majority class:
This simple baseline predicts non-PHI for all tokens (most frequent class).
C4.5:
We used a single C4.5 learner instead of AdaBoostM1ϩC4.5, with token triggers.
Excluding all domain specific extensions described above, our model c yields an F measure score of 99.4814% in 9-way evaluation, and thus outperforms the mean F measure of the systems (99.1855%) submitted to the competition. We consider this a valuable result as this system exploited none of the specificities of medical texts described earlier. In 8-way evaluation this system showed 94.34% F score, while our second baseline method (a C4.5 with the domain extensions but without boosting) achieved 94.93% F measure. This shows how important it is to exploit the special characteristics of the medical domain texts.
Analysis of the Feature Set
The feature set we used is described in Section 2.1. Our 138 attributes had different relevance on the target class. The seven lists collected (five from the Internet, one from the training set, and one from the CoNLL-2003 database), for example, gave no benefit at all to the model as later experiments showed. In particular, the two lists containing typical non-entity elements (one containing non-PHIs and one containing non-NEs from the out domain NER corpus) only confused the model and lowered the classification accuracy a bit. It is also somewhat surprising result that a list of first names brought no benefit to the model, although this gazetteer proved to be extremely valuable in our former work. Of course, the re-identified d characteristic of the I2B2 dataset captures this fact: name phrases in the I2B2 dataset were often replaced by out-of-vocabulary words or typical non-name words (diseases for example).
For the analysis of the relevance of our features, we divided them into ten subsets, grouping similar ones. These subsets of features were added to the feature pool in a greedy way (most useful first) in order to evaluate their contribution to the overall system accuracy. The groups of features added in order of significance were the following (see Figure 2 Overall Evaluation of Our System Table 1 contains the performance accuracies of the different models and the two baseline methods on the training dataset (ten-fold), and on the evaluation set (both as raw output and standardized). ITR1_BEST, ITR1_VOTE and ITR2_BEST rows in Table 1 show our official models submitted to the competition
All of our models significantly outperformed the baseline methods, which not only shows the real value of our statistical model, but also what boosting can achieve. The results of the three trigger methods are somewhat similar to each other but their predictions are by no means identical; thus consequently one may perform well while the other two fail. The accuracy improved when they were used in combination (voting), which confirms this point as well. In Table 1 just the best performing trigger methods and the corresponding voting results are shown for all iterations.
Our system tagged more PHIs in each iteration than the model of the corresponding preliminary step (resulting in a higher recall), but there were several mistakes in these additionally tagged phrases (the precision decreased). Because of the label consistency that can often be observed in medical records (also reported by Aramaki et al., 2006) , 11 the standardization of the predicted phrases invariably raised both the precision and recall scores.
Our best system (voting of second iteration models learnt with three different trigger features) achieved an eight-way F measure of 96.71%, which means a 42% error reduction in recognition of PHI tokens compared to the domain independent simplified model. The last processing step (standardization) removed further 28% of the misclassifications of our best performing system (reaching an eaight-way F measure of 97.64%) which shows the importance of task specific post processing of statistical systems.
Per Class Evaluation
In Table 2 the confusion matrix of our best performing model (using two iterations and final standardisation) gives an overview of the accuracies achieved on all PHI classes separately. The most accurate ones are the well-formed classes (ID, AGE, DATE), with an F ␤ϭ1 measure above 99%. This is mainly due to the fact that they can be processed by simple regular expressions and they occur in the same form in the unstructured texts, as seen in the fields of the records (iterative learning utilizes this fact).
We made bad predictions on the LOCATION class, but considering the complexity of its recognisability and the insufficient amount of available training examples, this seemed to be really an intractable problem. We also achieved relatively low accuracy scores on the PHONE class, The row indicates the gold standard label, while the column indicates the label assigned by our system. *See ITR2_VOTE in Table 1 especially if we take into account the fact that identifying phone numbers (or pagers) can be performed easily using regular expressions (like those in the case of IDs, AGE and DATEs). On the other hand, the removal of phone numbers is of great importance in the anonymization process. Experiments revealed that the test dataset had some unseen characteristics compared to the training data that caused our model to over fit on the training data (an F measure of over 99%), while it failed to successfully recognize several phone numbers on the test set. The F measure fell by 8% on the evaluation set due to phone numbers separated by spaces (like "555 3456"). Our model saw no such examples in the training data, where several phone numbers were separated either by "-" or "/" characters.
The performance of the classes DOCTOR, PATIENT, HOS-PITAL were similar to the ones we published previously (and described in the related NER works) for Named Entity classes on newswire articles. The slightly better results achieved here on the de-identification task were probably due to the semi-structured characteristics of the documents (iterative learning).
Error Analysis
The typical errors of our system fell into the following main categories:
• Misclassification of DOCTOR tokens as non-PHI (20% of all misclassifications). These DOCTOR names were typically common words that appeared as non-PHI in the vast majority of cases in the training dataset (like Dr. "Patient", "Cancer", "He", "Heart" and "All"). This kind of classification errors should appear less frequently when our system works on real data.
• Misclassification of LOCATION tokens as non-PHI (23% of all misclassified tokens). We attribute this to the effect of data sparseness in LOCATION class elements.
• Misclassification of HOSPITAL names as non-PHI (16% of all misclassifications). Uncommon Hospital names and some acronyms were confused as non-PHI. This is a problem we plan to address in the future.
• Confusing non-PHI as DATE or vice versa (10% of all misclassifications). Phrases denoting intervals or (drug) doses could be interpreted as DATE phrases (phrases like "2-3", "5-10" are typical examples of such ambiguous phrases). This issue was a typical source of misclassification in our system and should be addressed with a more accurate description of the context, possibly with trigger patterns.
• Confusion between LOCATION and HOSPITAL tokens.
(7% of all misclassifications). These errors typically occurred when a hospital was referred to by its place (e.g., "Samfer Street"). We think this problem was also caused by the sparseness of LOCATION entities. An important thing is that these PHIs were marked by the system (although with bad class labels), so this problem is less serious than others.
• The remaining 24% of misclassified elements fell into many categories of mistakes. A general reason for erroneous classification in these cases was that the statistical model could not handle the (natural or artificially added) ambiguity of the text, based on the contextual patterns learned from the training dataset.
Discussion
Every learned model in our experiments was significantly better on precision than recall regarding the recognition of the 8 PHI classes. f It might be because they learned just the more certain patterns (this was strengthened by our voting schema as well). Recall can probably be increased (in the worst case a trade-off between recall and precision is attainable) by tuning the parameters of C4.5 and AdaBoostM1.
We consider the above results fairly promising, as they are probably quite near the inconsistency level of the manual labelling of the data we used. We have no information on the agreement rate of the annotators though, which could explain the precision of training data and give a theoretical upper bound for classification accuracy.
Conclusions
We introduced a machine learning model that was designed to recognise and classify Named Entities in newswire articles, and could be adapted to the de-identification task with a few additions: we used two new features (regular expressions for the well-defined classes and subject heading information) and we introduced a novel iterative learning approach which was inspired mainly by the semi-structured feature of the discharge records.
Our model achieved state-of-the-art accuracy and shows the success of this adaptation to a biomedical free text processing task. We would like to emphasize here again that we achieved this competitive result without any deep knowledge information (even POS codes) and without any domain specific resources. Our success is probably due to the very rich surface level and contextual feature representation. These kinds of features are simple and quick to produce, hence we think that our system can be used (or easily adapted) to other problems as well. Similarly, the iterative learning seems to be a promising approach for every document type that consists of parts with different characteristics (like discharge records having structured and unstructured parts).
As the systems participating in the challenge were trained and tested on a data set that contained re-identified PHIs, this forced them to rely entirely on contextual patterns, while some features that would undoubtedly help the recognition of real PHI (like a list of possible first names for example) failed here. The artificially increased ambiguity of re-identified PHIs made this task particularly challenging and the results on real-life data should be somewhat better.
